
 Nail Services

Hands

Feet

Gel polishes are applied like traditional varnishes but cured under a 
UV or LED lamp. They are very hard wearing unlike traditional varnishes 
and can last anything from 2 weeks, up to 6 weeks on fingers nails and 
even longer on toes. 

We have a range of beautiful colours, french finishes and gorgeous 
glitters to choose from. Nails are dry instantly at the end of the treatment 
and are left with a beautiful glassy shine.

Gel Polishes
Acrylics are very hard wearing and stand up to the stresses and strains 
of everyday life. We use only the finest quality acrylic products and none 
contain harmful MMA.

Acrylics

TGB Gel Overlays
£25
The everlasting manicure! Why not have perfectly manicured nails all 
the time. Gel nails add strength and protection to your own nails 
helping them the grow and do not chip like normal polishes. 
This treatment includes a mini manicure.

Add BIAB (builder in a bottle) to any gel overlay for only £3. (£28)

Manicure
£20
After this treatment your hands will feel amazing and look perfectly polished. 
Our classic manicure includes a hand soak, cuticle work, nail shaping and a 
massage, finishing with the polish application of your choice.)

Acrylic Overlays
£20 
A natural looking acrylic overlay over your natural nail

Acrylic Extension
£30 (+Gel finish for £5)
Add instant length and glamour, with classic acrylic extensionsl

Gel Extensions
£38
Add instant length and glamour while your own nails grow underneath the 
gel. You may also require one or two extensions if you have broken one of 
your own nails.

Express Polish
£12
A speedy tidy up, shape and polish for those in a hurry.

Classic Pedicure 
£25 
Revive tired looking feet and toes with a relaxing bubbly foot bath, a foot 
massage, cuticle work, hard skin removal. This treatment is completed 
with a colour nail polish of your choice. 

Add gel polish to this treatment for only £10 extra.

Gel Toes 
£22
We have a wide variety of colours to choose from, gel gives a lovely long
lasting shine and is chip free, perfect for toes.


